AIT 722: *Theories and Models in Geo-Social Data Analytics*

Instructor: Prof. Myeong Lee  
Instructor E-mail: mlee89@gmu.edu  
Instructor Office: ENGR 5304  
Instructor Office Hours: Monday 3-4 PM (on weeks of in-person class) or On-demand  
TA: Zinat Ara (zara@gmu.edu)  
TA Office Hours: TBA

Meeting Day/Time: in-person and online sessions in alternative weeks (details on PatriotWeb)  
- In-person offline sessions on Mondays from 4:30 PM – 7:10 PM  
- Live online sessions on Mondays from 4:30 PM – 7:10 PM (will be also recorded)

Meeting Method:  
- In-person: Horizontal Hall 4016  
- Online sessions: Instructor will send out calendar invites with Zoom links

**Catalog Description**  
This course introduces a broad spectrum of theories, conceptual models, machine learning, and computational modeling that are used in and related to geo-social data. Course contents include discussions of, and hands-on exercise with, geo-social data analytics, map-based visualization, community dynamics models, smart cities theories, and GIS-based system development. This course aims to help students grow as IT professionals who can (1) understand critical issues in smart and connected communities (S&CC), (2) combine data-driven approaches in understanding and addressing S&CC problems, and (3) communicate the geographically-embedded social patterns based on data analysis results through visualizations and interactive systems.

**Prerequisites**  
Although there are no particular prerequisites for this course, basic statistical and data analysis knowledge is needed for understanding the course materials.  
- *Prerequisite(s):* Graduate Standing  
- *Recommended previous courses:* Programming (Python or R); Statistics

**Rationale and Objectives**  
This course introduces a broad spectrum of theories, conceptual models, methodologies, computational modeling, and data analysis methods that are used in and related to geospatial/social data, particularly in
the smart and connected communities (S&CC) domain. National Science Foundation (NSF) defines a smart and connected community as “a community that synergistically integrates intelligent technologies with the natural and built environments, including infrastructures, to improve the social, economic, and environmental well-being of those who live, work, or travel within it” (NSF, 2019). Accordingly, this course covers geo-social data analytical topics as part of the S&CC curriculum in the field of Information Sciences and Technology. Mainly, this course is designed for IT professionals who are at the intersection between technology, people, and organizational management. Through this course, graduate students will have opportunities to learn about theoretical models and computational methods that together help understand the dynamics of S&CC and the characteristics of geo-tagged social data. Also, students will have opportunities to work on hands-on projects that integrate analysis results with map-based data visualization or interactive information systems. The final goal of this course is to help students grow as information professionals who can (1) understand and identify critical issues in geo-social data and the S&CC domains, (2) combine data-driven approaches in understanding and addressing the problems, and (3) communicate the issues and analysis results through map-based visualizations and interactive systems.

**Topic Spectrum of the Course**
The course includes but is not limited to the following topics and covers theoretical and technical aspects of geo-social- and community-oriented projects:

- Concepts of smart cities, local communities, and urban data science
- Computational modeling of urban/community dynamics
- Statistical methods for geo-social data analysis
- Geospatial data processing using GIS and programming languages
- Models and theories about local communities and community characteristics
- Map-based visualization for urban/community dynamics

Course assignments include:

- Reading and summarizing book chapters or research papers on urban/geo-social data topics
- Discussions on urban/community/geo-social data topics
- Geo-social data analysis and modeling
- Conceptualizing urban/community characteristics
- S&CC-related projects (either research or practical)
- Geospatial visualization using web- or desktop-based technologies

**Course Format**
This course is designed as a combination of lecture, student seminar, a technology-focused session, where the instructor provides an overview of the topics in each session (about 0.9 hours), a student team present to and discuss one paper/article from the reading list with the class (about 0.6 hours), and a technology-focused, hands-on session (about 1 hour). Each team of students (2-3 students/team) will start working on thinking about the final project at the beginning of the semester, and final deliverable
will be a S&CC-related project website that combines theoretical, data analytical, or system developmental work. There will be about 16 sessions (2.5 hours per week) during the semester, including mid-term/final presentations and/or guest lectures. Also, there will be four to five individual assignments.

**Class Participation**
Students are required to participate in course sessions and actively participate in the discussions. Also, students are encouraged to participate in asynchronous discussions through Blackboard.

**Expectations**
- **Technological Expectations**
  - Some familiarity with statistics, data management, databases, and Linux systems.
  - Programming concepts (Python or R)
  - Self-learning for unfamiliar technologies
- **General Expectations**
  - Each session will be provided with the assumption that you have read papers.
  - Lecture slides from instructor's material will be posted on Blackboard.
  - E-mail the instructor if you anticipate being unable to meet any course requirements in a timely manner.
- **Safety and Security**
  - Personal Safety and Security: The Mason Alert system provides emergency information of various sorts. Students can sign up for it by visiting the website [https://alert.gmu.edu](https://alert.gmu.edu). Students are also reminded that an emergency poster exists in each classroom explaining what to do in the event of crises and that further information about emergency procedures exists on [https://ready.gmu.edu/be-prepared/](https://ready.gmu.edu/be-prepared/)

**Grading Policy**
Student grades will be determined based on class participation, class presentation, assignments, and mid-term/final project presentations/reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Component</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General class participation and discussions (online/offline)</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual assignments (4-5 times)</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team-based class presentations (seminars in regular sessions)</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-term presentation &amp; report (project proposal)</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final presentation &amp; report (project outcome)</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Grading Guidelines**
Some grade components could be evaluated *subjectively*.
- **A:** consistently above and beyond the course/assignment requirements
- **B:** meets and occasionally exceeds the course/assignment requirements
- **C:** minimally meets the course/assignment requirements
• F: fails to meet the course/assignment requirements

* Grades will be awarded in accordance with the Mason Grading System for graduate students. See the university catalog for policies: http://catalog.gmu.edu for more information.

**Grading Scale/Schema**
The grading scale for this course is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Distribution</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97 – 100%</td>
<td>A+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94 – 96.99%</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 – 93.99%</td>
<td>A-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87 – 89.99%</td>
<td>B+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 – 86.99%</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77 – 82.99%</td>
<td>B-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 – 76.99%</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 – 69.99%</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Raw scores may be adjusted by the Instructor to calculate final grades. Students are responsible for checking the currency of their grade books. Grade discrepancies must be brought to instructor’s attention within one week of assignment submission and 48 hours of exam submission.

**Course Schedule and Contents**
* The reading list is subject to change slightly over time as new studies are published.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Content Description</th>
<th>Technology Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | Overview and Course Logistics | • BlackBoard  
• Reading List  
| 2 | Concepts of S&CC | • Reading List  
• Class Activities  
  o Team Composition for projects as well as in-class seminars  
  o Git process for team-based work  
• APIs for S&CC Data (R, Python, or Websites)  
  Introduction to Jekyll: Hello World |
| 3 | Computational Modeling of Cultural Dimensions in Communities | • Reading List  
• Computations models to quantify cultural dimensions using Meetup data (R)  
  Introduction to Jekyll: Data management |
| 4 | Prediction of Community Characteristics | • Reading List  
• Machine Learning to predict socio-economic status (R) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Reading List</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 5    | Identifying Hidden Patterns of Communities | o Justin Cranshaw, Raz Schwartz, Jason I Hong, and Norman Sadeh. (2012). The livehoods project: Utilizing social media to understand the dynamics of a city. *International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media*.  
Clustering analysis to find dynamic neighborhood (R)  
Jekyll-based Data Visualization |
Jekyll-based Navigation Techniques |
| 7 | **Mid-term Presentation** | • Each team presents a proposal for the final project that aims to resolve S&CC-related problems (either practical or scientific).  
• As part of the proposal, each team needs to present a low-fidelity layout of how the final webpage would look like. |
| --- | --- | --- |
| 8  
(10/21) | **Community-based System Design** | • Reading List  
| 9  
(10/28) | **Place & Space** | • Reading List  
 o Dourish, P. (2006, November). Re-space-ing place: place and space ten years on. In |

Twitter data filtering techniques (R)  
Jekyll-based Graph Visualization  
Modeling “placeness”
| 10 (11/4) | Visualizing and Identifying Placeness | **Reading List**

**Proceedings of the 2006 20th anniversary conference on Computer supported cooperative work** (pp. 299-308). ACM.


**Map-based visualization using jQuery and Leaflet**

Jekyll-based Map Visualization

using Meetup data (R)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Reading List</th>
<th>Calculating bias in the data using Census data and social media data (R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Components of Project-based Websites (examples) |
| 13  | Community Diversity, Social Trust, and Social Capital | Reading List  
  Network visualization on Jekyll |
| 14  | Mobilities in and across S&CC | Reading List  
| 15  | Final Presentation (1) | Each team presents the final project.  
  Final presentation needs to be comprehensive and justifiable. Also, it needs to provide appropriate analytics and solutions to answer or address particular questions in the local communities and S&CC domain. | |
| 16  | Final Presentation (2) |  | |
The final website running on Github needs to be appealing to stakeholders (or general public) in the way that resolves the proposed problem.

Academic Integrity and Honor Code
Mason is an Honor Code university; please see the Office for Academic Integrity (GMU's Honor Code) for a full description of the code and the honor committee process. The principle of academic integrity is taken very seriously and violations are treated gravely. What does academic integrity mean in this course? Essentially this: when you are responsible for a task, you will perform that task. When you rely on someone else’s work in an aspect of the performance of that task, you will give full credit in the proper, accepted form. Another aspect of academic integrity is the free play of ideas. Vigorous discussion and debate are encouraged in this course, with the firm expectation that all aspects of the class will be conducted with civility and respect for differing ideas, perspectives, and traditions. When in doubt (of any kind) please ask for guidance and clarification.

Students are expected to do their own work in the course unless a group project is approved by the instructor. In papers and project reports, students are expected to write in their own words, rather than cutting-and-pasting from sources found on the Internet. The goal of assignments is to demonstrate what you have learned, not what you can google. When you do use text or graphical material from books, articles, and the Web, enclose the material in quotes and provide a complete and proper reference (in APA format). If a paragraph is used then it should be indented in the text (both left and right margins). In-text citation can use the [Author, Year] format or the Numerical [1] format which must refer to the source in the References section of your assignment. Use APA for guidance on citation style, usage, etc. (Don't buy the big CMS. See the smaller A Manual for Writers by Kate Turabian). Regardless of the citation method used, proper citations always include: Author(s), Title, Publication Date, Publisher, and URL (if from the Web, along with Last Accessed Date). BlackBoard's SafeAssign service will be used to review selected student assignments. The followings are additional honor code items:

- Wikipedia is not a primary reference. Use it for initial discovery, but use and cite primary references (which Wikipedia itself might use).
- If you need assistance with writing an assignment, you can get assistance here:
  http://writingcenter.gmu.edu
- Refer the Graduate Policies for general policies about courses and degrees:
  https://catalog.gmu.edu/policies/academic/graduate-policies/
- Any programming/coding assignments must adhere to the CS Honor Code.

Campus Closure
If the campus closes or class is canceled due to weather or other concern, students should check Blackboard [or other instruction as appropriate] for updates on how to continue learning and information about any changes to events or assignments.

Basic Course Technology Requirements (Online Courses)
Activities and assignments in this course will regularly use web-conferencing software (Blackboard Collaborate / Zoom). In addition to the requirements above, students are required to have a device with a functional camera and microphone. In an emergency, students can connect through a telephone call, but video connection is the expected norm.

**Important Dates**
Dates for adding, dropping the course, etc. are available via: [https://registrar.gmu.edu](https://registrar.gmu.edu)

**Religious Holidays**
A list of religious holidays is available on the GMU’s Religious Holiday Calendar. GMU respects any religious holidays. However, any student whose religious observance conflicts with a scheduled course activity must contact the Instructor at least 2 modules in advance of the conflict date in order to make alternative arrangements.

**Course Materials and Student Privacy**
All course materials posted to Blackboard or other course site are private to this class; by federal law, any materials that identify specific students (via their name, voice, or image) must not be shared with anyone not enrolled in this class.

- Videorecordings — whether made by instructors or students — of class meetings that include audio, visual, or textual information from other students are private and must not be shared outside the class
- Live video conference meetings (e.g. Collaborate or Zoom) that include audio, textual, or visual information from other students must be viewed privately and not shared with others in your household or recorded and shared outside the class

There is no textbook for this course, but research papers and book chapters will be used for the course materials. The reading list is presented in the weekly schedule.

The Instructor will not discuss issues relating to an individual student with anyone lacking a need to know without prior written permission of the student. This includes a student’s family members and other students. Under no circumstances will a student's graded work be returned to another student. Instructors, staff, and Teaching Assistants will take care to protect the privacy of each student's scores and grades.

**Attendance Policy**
Scheduled course sessions will be spent on clarification, amplification, and review of material through the use of slides, examples, and exercises. Lecture slides are complements to the lecture session, not substitutes for it. Each course session is an excellent time for you to raise questions, request additional examples, and get explanations of any ideas that are still unclear to you. As members of the academic community, all students are expected to contribute regardless of their proficiency with the subject
matter. Students are expected to make prior arrangements with Instructor if they know in advance that they will miss any class and to consult with the Instructor as soon as possible if they miss any class without prior notice. Any student who expects to miss more than one class session is advised to drop the course and take it in a later semester when he/she can attend every class.

**Disability Accommodations**
Disability Services at George Mason University is committed to upholding the letter and spirit of the laws that ensure equal treatment of people with disabilities. Under the administration of University Life, Disability Services implements and coordinates reasonable accommodations and disability-related services that afford equal access to university programs and activities. Students can begin the registration process with Disability Services at any time during their enrollment at George Mason University. If you are seeking accommodations, please visit [http://ds.gmu.edu/](http://ds.gmu.edu/) for detailed information about the Disability Services registration process. Disability Services is located in Student Union Building I (SUB I), Suite 2500. Email: ods@gmu.edu | Phone: (703) 993-2474

**Writing Center**
A114 Robinson Hall; (703) 993-1200; [http://writingcenter.gmu.eeu](http://writingcenter.gmu.eeu)

**Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS)**
(703) 993-2380 [http://caps.gmu.eeu](http://caps.gmu.eeu)

**References**